Assignment 6

Expressing WEMI relationships in MARC bibliographic format

**Instructions:**
To complete this assignment, refer to the handouts listed in Session 7 assigned reading, and any other assigned reading there.

For each of the bibliographic citations below, supply authorized access points or linking entries for the works, expressions, and manifestations described. Use MARC21 bibliographic field tags, indicators, subfields, punctuation, etc. to encode the AAP or linking entry. Appendix J relationship designators are required in 7XXes. Appendix I relationship designators are optional.

You will need to refer to the LC Names authority file to find authorized access points for some of the works and expressions in this assignment and for some of the persons.

You will need to refer to OCLC WorldCat to find a related manifestation.

No essay answers are required for this assignment, but you should note any questions or problems you had completing the assignment.

Please hand in your answers (typed and double-spaced) in class on February 26.
1. An adaption for children of Mario Puzo's novel *The Godfather*. Title of adaptation is *Once upon a time*. Author is Mary Contrairie. You should record 100/245$a for the adaptation, and 700 for the related work.

2. A novel by Mario Puzo that was inspired by Rembrandt's painting *Abraham's sacrifice*. Title of novel is *Abraham's sacrifice*. You should record 100/245$a for the Puzo novel, and 700 for the related work.

3. A motion picture adaptation of John Kennedy Toole's novel *A confederacy of dunces*. Title of motion picture is *A confederacy of dunces*. You should supply 130/245 for the movie, and 700 for the related work.

4. An English-language edition of John Steinbeck’s novel *East of Eden*. Title is *East of Eden*. You should supply 100/245$a for the work, and a 730 for the related motion picture.

5. A Czech translation of Graham Greene’s novel *The Heart of the matter*. Title is *Srdce problému*. Translator is Milan Kundera. You should record 100/240/245$a for the translation. Also 700 for the translator.

6. A collection of three Cormac McCarthy novels published together in one edition. Title of collection is *Three early McCarthy novels*. The individual novels are *The orchard keeper*, *Outer dark*, and *Child of God*. You should record 100/240/245$a for the compilation, and analytic AAPs in 700 fields for each of the three works in the compilation.

7. A related-manifestation linking entry for an electronic reproduction of the printed book represented by OCLC #4492668. The reproduction is an exact copy of the print original. You should record 100/245$a for the work,
and 776 for the related manifestation (i.e. the print original of the manifestation you are cataloging).